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Why Won’t You Do What’s Good for You?

Using Intelligent Support for Behavior Change

Michel Klein, Nataliya Mogles, and Arlette van Wissen

Department of Artificial Intelligence,
VU University Amsterdam

{michel.klein,n.m.mogles,a.van.wissen}@vu.nl

Abstract. Human health depends to a large extent on their behavior.
Adopting a healthy lifestyle often requires behavior change. This paper
presents a computational model of behavior change that describes formal
relations between the determinants of behavior change, based on existing
psychological theories. This model is developed to function as the core of a
reasoning mechanism of an intelligent support system that is able to create
theory-based intervention messages. The system first tries to determine
the reason of the occurrence of the unwanted behavior by asking short
questions via a mobile phone application and by gathering information
from an online lifestyle diary. The system then attempts to influence the
user using tailored information and persuasive motivational messages.

1 Introduction

A good health requires a healthy lifestyle. However, it is not easy to find (and
keep) the optimal balance between work, a social life and, for example, a healthy
diet or medicine schedule. Moreover, people with a chronic disease have extra
barriers to overcome, such as physical discomforts and side-effects of medicine
intake. In short, people have lots of reasons not to do what’s good for them. As
a consequence, the amount of people that have obesity or a chronic disease such
as diabetes type 2 has increased considerably over the past years [28].

It has been shown that patient engagement and empowerment could im-
prove patient therapy adherence and consequently their health condition [18].
This engagement and empowerment is often referred to as self-management :
the individual’s ability to monitor one’s condition (symptoms, treatment) and
to effect the cognitive, behavioral and emotional responses necessary to main-
tain a satisfactory quality of life [4]. But how can we get patients to increase
their self-management? The use of computers to support people with their self-
management has proven to be an effective approach [33,17]. These systems are
able to provide personalized (tailored) interventions at low costs [8] and at home
[27]. Interventions that are closely tailored to the individual’s convictions and
motivations have shown to be more likely to be read and remembered [29].

Although intelligent persuasive assistants are increasing popularity for the use
of behavior interventions, those assistants are rarely based on formal models of
behavior change. In their 2008 article, Michie, Johnston, Francis, Hardeman and
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Eccles stated that: “Ideally, researchers designing interventions would choose a
small number of the theoretical frameworks based on empirical evidence of their
predictive and intervention value, i.e., there should be evidence that the theory
can predict the behaviour and that interventions which change these determi-
nants achieve change in behavior.”[20] In literature however, very few works can
be found that provide a model based on formal theories. One notable excep-
tion is the the iChange model [34], which describes the factors that influence
behavior change, but fails to explicate how these factors interact. Yet in order
to design an effective support system, it is necessary to take a closer look at the
underlying mechanisms of behavior change and how the they can be influenced
to establish the desired behavior. The current paper addresses this and presents
a computational model based on theoretical frameworks of behavior change. It
is used by an intelligent support system to understand human behavior and to
detect the cause of unhealthy behavior, which enables the system to provide
users both tailored information and persuasive motivational messages on how to
improve their behavior.

An overview of approaches for intelligent support systems is provided in Sec-
tion 2. In Section 3 a model that formalizes the interaction between the different
determinants of behavior change is presented. Section 4 demonstrates how this
model can function as the basis of an intelligent system that is able to provide
support for individuals with a health condition (such as diabetes, HIV or obe-
sity) by stimulating their self-management. Section 5 concludes the paper and
gives some implications for further research.

2 Approaches for Intelligent Coaching and Mobile
Persuasion

In order to point out the differences between the proposed system en other ap-
proaches, this section provides a brief overview of existing approaches for intel-
ligent coaching. The main component of many contemporary approaches is the
mobile phone, as they are easily available to the user and support both user and
system initiated interactions. Also, information provided by the mobile phone
can be personalized and can even be designed to persuade or manipulate [10].
Because of these capabilities, the mobile phone is an ideal platform to provide
us with the power to induce behavior change [10]. Mobile phones and web-based
interfaces have proven to be very effective in similar approaches [10].

The simplest of the approaches to induce behavior change are ‘reminder sys-
tems’, which do not use complex persuasive techniques but instead use simple
messages to remind the patient of the desired behavior (e.g., [1,7]). For exam-
ple, CARDS (Computerized Automated Reminder Diabetes System) [12] sends
diabetic patients SMS messages and e-mails with reminders about blood moni-
toring, without further medical advice from a healthcare team. Under this cat-
egory fall also the popular mobile phone and web-based applications that help
patients keep track of data such as calorie intake, blood monitoring and exercise
by means of an online mobile dairy (e.g., [15,30]).
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More complex systems are able to provide tailored feedback based on user
data that is gathered by sensors (such as an accelerometer or GPS) or user
input (such as a dairy function). Most systems use some kind of human coaching
to supplement their system (e.g., [5,23]). The ODA (Online Digital Assistance)
system [32], for example, is developed to support self-management of patients
with chronic migraine by training behavioral attack prevention. ODA combines
a mobile electronic diary with direct human online coaching, based on the diary
entries. Persuasive systems that do not rely on human coaches (that is, while
the system is active; healthcare professionals can still be part of the design
process), are less common. Recently, this area has been given more attention.
The system developed by D. Preuveneers and Y. Berbers in [24] assists diabetic
patients to keep track of their food intake, blood glucose levels and insulin dosage.
It uses relevant user context and activities (provided by user input and GPS)
to learn trends and give tailored advice to the user. As another example, the
persuasive computer assistant implemented by Blanson Henkemans et al. uses an
online lifestyle dairy to improve exercise behavior of people who are overweight
[13]. This assistant follows the principles of motivational interviewing and offers
support by monitoring the dairy and providing tailored feedback.

All mentioned studies stress the potential of mobile and online support for
patient self-management. The system presented in this work differs from pre-
vious approaches in that it does not only target the user’s behavior, but also
the underlying mechanisms causing that behavior. Because the system uses a
computational model based on the theoretical frameworks of behavior and be-
havior change, it is able to provide tailored feedback that is not just focused
on displayed behavior, but on the underlying individual cause of non-adherence.
Furthermore, the system uses validated persuasion techniques without having
to rely on a human coach, and combines support on three lifestyle domains:
medicine, diet and exercise.

3 Modelling Behavior Change

3.1 Theories on Behavior Change

For health interventions to be effective, they need to incorporate existing the-
ories on behavior change and persuasive design. The model of behavior change
designed in this work is based on several existing models from psychology liter-
ature that describe determinants for behavior change. This section will describe
their key constructs and how they are combined.

The Transtheoretical Model (TM) [25] forms the basis for the proposed
model of behavior change. This model was successfully applied in many programs
aiming at the elimination of addictive behavior, improving mental health, exer-
cise, and dietary change [2,26]. It assumes that behavior change is a five-stage
process with the stages of precontemplation, contemplation, preparation, action,
and maintenance. Depending on the awareness, motivation and commitment of
an individual, he or she progresses through the stages. In the precontemplation
stage individuals have no intention to change their behavior and will likely be
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unaware of their problems. In the contemplation stage individuals are aware that
a problem exists and are seriously thinking of changing their behavior in the next
six months, but they do not have any concrete plans of change. Individuals are
defined as precontemplative when they are intending to take action in the next
month but have not or not successfully taken action in the past year. During the
action stage individuals modify their experiences and environment in order to
overcome their problems and actively changing their behavior. Those who have
engaged in a new behavior for more than six months are classified as being in the
maintenance stage. Although a person advances through the stages in sequential
order, relapse to a previous stage is possible. For an elaborate description of the
separate stages, see [25].

According to the Social Cognitive Theory (SCT) of Bandura [3] behavior
is executed if one perceives (i) control over the outcome, (ii) few external barri-
ers and (iii) confidence in ones own ability. Bandura introduces a new concept
that relates to the expectancies concerning the outcome: self-efficacy, defined as
confidence in one’s own ability to carry out a particular behavior. The concept
of self-efficacy has shown to be a good predictor of behavior, related to coping
with stress and recovery from illness [2].

Self-Regulation Theories (SRT) regard an individual as an active problem
solver whose behavior reflects an attempt to close the gap between his current
status and a goal. Levental’s self-regulation model of illness identifies 3 stages
of variables regulating the adaptive behavior: cognitive representation, action
plan, coping and appraisal stage [22]. Important aspect of this approach is the
possible influence of emotions, or mood, on behavior.

The Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB) is a revised version of the
Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA) that was proposed by Fishbein and
Ajzen [9]. The Theory of Reasoned Action is based on the assumption that
intention is an immediate determinant of behaviour, and that intention, in turn,
is predicted from attitude (which is a function of the beliefs held about the
specific behaviour, as well as the evaluation (value) of the likely outcomes) and
(subjective) social normative factors. In a more recent version of the theory,
the Theory of Planned Behavior, one more component was added: perceived
behavioral control, which has a motivational effect on intentions. This version
was an attempt to account for behaviour under ‘incomplete’ volitional control.
There is substantial overlap between the concept of self-efficacy in Bandura’s
Social Cognitive Theory and the concept of behavioral control in the theory of
Ajzen and Fishbein.

The Theory of Reasoned Action does not describe explicitly what the de-
terminants of attitude formation are. The Attitude Formation (AF) theory
defines attitude as an important aspect of behavior, influenced by the beliefs
about an object (in this case, behavior), emotional connotations associated with
the object, and social norms concerning this object in this case [31].

The Health Belief Model (HBM)[16] includes six determinants of be-
havior related to perception: susceptibility, severity, benefits, barriers, motiva-
tion and cues for action. According to this theory, a combination of perceived
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Fig. 1. The integrated model of behavior change COMBI

susceptibility with perceived severity produce perceived threat, and the combi-
nation of perceived benefits with perceived barriers produce evaluation of the
course of action taken.

Marlatt and Gordon’s [19] Relapse Prevention Model (RPM) describes
the influence of environmental factors along with the cognitive determinants,
such as self-efficacy and coping. The emphasis lies on high risk situations and the
ability of coping with them. The theory provides an explanation of relapse from
the acquired behavior stage to the stage of the previously performed behavior
in the terms of the Transtheoretical Model.

3.2 Integrated Model: COMBI

It is evident that there is a lot of overlap between the existing theories of be-
havior change, and many of the theories use similar constructs with sometimes
different names. The COMBI model –which stands for Computerized Behav-
ior Intervention– is an attempt to integrate these theories (see Figure 1) into a
formal representation.

The description of all factors and the theories they originate from can be
found in Table 1. The model differentiates between the internal and external
determinants of behavior. External factors are depicted beyond the dotted line,
these are susceptability, severity, pros/cons, social norms, barriers, skills and
high risk situation. Susceptability and severity represent how one perceives the
severity of the consequences of the performed behavior and the likeliness of being
affected by them, pros/cons correspond to the beliefs about the importance of
healthy lifestyle. Social norms reflect the influence of culture and environment
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Table 1. The concepts of the model and the related theories

concept description related theory

susceptibility likeliness of being affected by behavior’s consequences HBM
severity severity of the consequences of the behavior HBM

pros/cons beliefs about the importance of healthy lifestyle TPB,AF,HBM
emotions feelings concerning the behavior change SRT

social norms the influence of culture and environment of a person TPB
barriers practical obstacles that prevent behavior change HBM
skills experience and capabilities to overcome the barriers TPB,SCT
cues environmental or physical stimuli HBM

threat perceived (health) risk of continuing to perform behavior HBM
attitude mental state involving beliefs, emotions and dispositions TPB,AF

self-efficacy perceived behavioral control SCT,TPB,RPM
coping strategies the ability to deal with tempting situations and cues SRT,RPM

mood temporary state of mind defined by feelings and dispositions SRT
high-risk situations contexts/environments that influence a person’s behavior RPM

awareness conscious knowledge of one’s health condition, the health threat
and the influence of current behavior

TM

motivation incentives to perform goal-directed actions HBM,TM
commitment (intellectual or emotional) binding to a course of action TM

of a person, and barriers correspond to real obstacles that prevent a person from
adopting a healthy lifestyle. Skills determine how much experience and capabil-
ities one has in order to overcome these barriers. High risk situation reflects the
possibility of certain contexts to influence person’s behavior. Examples of high
risk situations are negative emotions as a result of an interaction with others,
experienced pressure and some cues in the environment that lead to a particular
behavior.

The stages of change from the Transtheoretical Model are represented as
five circles with the initial letters of the names of the stages at the bottom of
Figure 1. The contemplation and preparation stages (‘C’ and ‘P’, respectively)
are embedded in the ‘intention’ block and action and maintenance stages (‘A’
and ‘M’, respectively) are embedded in the ‘behavior’ block. All internal factors
that determine the stage of change of an individual consist of 3 layers, showing
the causal hierarchy between them. The action stage has also a feedback loop to
self-efficacy, in accordance with the Self-Regulation Theory.

3.3 Formalization and Simulations

The COMBI model has been implemented in the numerical simulation environ-
ment Matlab. In this section, the formalization of the model is described and
some simulation results are provided as illustration.

The arrows in Figure 1 denote causal dependencies (with the exception of the
arrows between the stages of change): they represent transitions from one state
to another that occur if the value of a state exceeds a certain threshold. For
example, if the value of awareness, motivation or commitment is greater than
0.5, a transition to the next relevant state occurs; if the value drops to the level
lower than 0.5, the person relapses to the previous state. Dependences between
the concepts are expressed by weighted sums:
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Rule 1: Calculation attitude value

If pros/cons have value V1
and emotions have value V2
and social norms have value V3
and connection strength between pros/cons and attitude has value w1
and connection strength between emotions and attitude has value w2
and connection strength between social norms and attitude has value w3
Then attitude will have value w1 * V1 + w2 * V2 + w3 * V3

All other values in the model are calculated in a similar way. The formal model
can be personalized by adjusting the links (connection strengths) between the
determinants. For example, the behavior of some people is much more affected
by mood or the lack of social support than that of others. The same argumen-
tation holds for the transition from the external world to it’s perceived internal
representation. By increasing or decreasing the connection strengths between the
determinants, these personal variations can be accounted for. In principle, the
relevant connections can be updated when a discrepancy is discovered between
observed patient behavior and the predicted behavior from the model.

Figure 2 shows some simulation results displaying the interplay between the
different determinants of the model. These simulations show that the model can
account for behavioral phenomena found in psychology and sociology.

In Figure 2a it can be seen how the values of threat and cue contribute to the
value of awareness. In this scenario (let’s say it is about Alan), the threat Alan
perceives – i.e., how likely he thinks it that he has this disease and how severe
it’s consequences are for him – remains constant. However, his cues (physical
discomforts) increase drastically, making him much more aware of the condition
he is in, until his symptoms recede again. (This is a well-known phenomenon, see
e.g. [11].) Take a look at Figure 2b for another scenario, Betty’s. At t=0, both
awareness and motivation are low. Betty then (at t=8 and t=20) receives some
information about how changing her behavior can contribute to a better health.
Thus, she becomes better informed about the positive and negative consequences
of her behavior. Unfortunately, Betty’s attitude (and hence motivation) improve
only slightly on learning this new information, as other factors –such as emotions
and social norms– are stronger determinants of her attitude. Figure 2c shows
how the commitment of Carol fluctuates with her mood. Although the strong
improvement in social support gives her commitment a little boost, her mood is
the key determinant of her commitment.

4 Implementation

The model described in the previous section has been used as basis for an intelli-
gent coaching system, called eMate. This section describes the system, explains
how the model is used to reason about the state of the user, and how the system
interacts with the user.
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(a) Dynamics of awareness (b) Dynamics of motivation

(c) Dynamics of commitment

Fig. 2. Model dynamics

4.1 The eMate System

The eMate system aims to support patients with Diabetes Mellitus type II
or HIV in adhering to their therapy, which consists of lifestyle advice and/or
precise instructions for medication intake. Previous research has shown that a
‘cooperative assistant’ – i.e., with a coaching character, able to explain and ed-
ucate, and expecting high participation of the user – is more effective than a
‘direct assistant’ – i.e., with an instructing character with brief reporting and
low expectations on participation [14]. The eMate system therefore operates
as a coach, using both a mobile phone and a website to interact with the user.
Via the website, the user can get an overview of his progress on three different
domains: medication intake, physical exercise, and healthy food intake. If one of
the domains is not relevant for a specific user, it will be hidden. An overview
shows the extent to which the user has reached his/her goals in the past week,
which is represented as a percentage and a iconic thumb. See Figure 3 for an ex-
ample. A mobile phone application for the Android platform has been developed
that can pose questions and send messages to a user.

4.2 Model-Based Reasoning

The model is used to analyze the state of the patient with respect to his/her
behavior change goals. It does so by investigating via simple questions which of
the factors that influence behavior change are probably the most problematic for
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Fig. 3. Screenshot of the eMate website

this patient. This mechanism is called model-based diagnosis [6]. These factors
are then targeted with specific messages and interventions. For this purpose
the model has been translated into a rule-based representation that allows for
backward reasoning over the psychological factors in the model. To achieve this,
the rules relate factors in the model that have an ‘influence’-relation, i.e. if there
is an arrow between two factors in the model (see Figure 1), a rule specifies that
a low value of factor A could be caused by a low value of an influencing factor
B. For example, two rules specify: 1

‘‘if threat has value < 5 & threat is hypothesis then severity set hypothesis”
‘‘if severity is hypothesis & has value NULL then severity investigate”

The rules are implemented in a Java-based rules engine (Drools). Using these
rules, the system determines for which psychological factors the value should be
determined. This reasoning is performed on a regular basis and is done by posing
specific questions about that concept from psychological surveys to the user. As
some factors are more dynamic than others, the values will be redetermined after
some time; the lifetime of the values is specified per factor. The user answers to
the questions translate to values for each concept. These are stored in a database
along with a timestamp of their determination. This way, the system maintains
an up-to-date representation of the mental state of the user. The reasoning is
performed separately for all domains that are active for a patient. However,
some values, i.e. ‘mood’, ‘cues’, ‘skills’, ‘severity’, ‘susceptibility’ and ‘threat’ are
considered to be equal for the different domains, and their value is automatically
propagated to the other domains via the rules.

After this diagnostic phase, the system determines which factor should be
targeted at to support the user in the most effective way. This is calculated by

1 Note that the personalized parameters of the strengths between factors are ignored
in this representation.
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combining the ‘urgency’ of the value (how low the value is for a factor) with the
‘changeability’ of the factor, which is a parameter that represents to what extent
the factor can be changed. For example, the social norms of a person are more
difficult to change than the perception of the severity of the disease. Each week,
the user will receive for each of the domains a summary of his behavior and a
motivating message related to the factor on which the intervention should focus.
The system contains several messages for each factor, so if the same factor is
targeted in two subsequent weeks, the messages will still be different.

4.3 Questions and Messages

Due to the model-based reasoning, eMate is able to address the right problems
at the right time. However, in order to persuade a user, the formulation of the
queries and messages are also important. All messages are designed in such a
way that the user won’t be annoyed or bored by lengthy information messages
(this approach is typical for tailored health messages that are commonly used
in web-based solutions [17]). Furthermore, the motivational messages adhere to
the principles of motivational interviewing, which have proven to be effective
for purposes of coaching and therapy [21]. These principles focus on the social
functioning of the user and on providing feedback by giving advice and direction.
Expressing empathy, cheering and complimenting, and the support of self-efficacy
and optimism, are some examples of the principles that are incorporated by the
eMate system.

5 Discussion and Conclusions

This work presents the design and use of a computational model for behav-
ior change. It has been shown that the model can be incorporated in a coaching
system, which has a strong potential of providing support for individuals with re-
spect to their lifestyles. The integrated model is an example of a causal modeling
approach to developing complex, user-tailored interventions aimed at behavior
change. eMate differs from other intervention approaches in that it targets the
user’s motivation and interests, and tailors intervention messages based on the
underlying mechanisms of behavior change, thus attempting to understand the
behavior.

Although developed for HIV and diabetes type II patients, it is expected that
the flexible setup of the system is able to deal with other behavior change goals
(such as quitting smoking or increasing the level of physical exercise for healthy
persons), as the general mechanisms for these changes of behavior are similar
to the ones implemented in eMate. Moreover, the rules and tailored messages
can easily be changed to include different conditions and requirements. In the
future, the model could also be used to predict the effect of an intervention, in
order to let the system choose the most effective one.

Of course, the model is not able to capture every aspect of human behav-
ior, as human behavior is the result of an interplay between different external
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and internal factors, including biological, cognitive, environmental and socio-
demographic factors. As the current model has been designed for intelligent
health intervention applications that aim at behavior change, only the variables
that are potentially amenable to change in the course of an intervention have
been taken into consideration.

We intend to test and validate the model by setting up experiments with real
users. A group of patients with either HIV or diabetes will be provided with
the system. Behavior of this experimental group will be compared to a control
group consisting of similar patients that were provided with only a website with
static information about the importance of a healthy lifestyle and medication
adherence. Validated pre- and post-questionnaires will be used to determine
whether behavior change occurred in both groups.
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“chronic disease management”, grant number 300020005.
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